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Trends in automated translation in today’s 
global business
At the end of 2009, SDL ran a survey with the Association for Machine Translation in the 
Americas (AMTA) and the European Association for Machine Translation (EAMT).  
The survey was completed by 228 individuals in global business. 

This was the second time the survey was conducted, enabling comparison with the 2008 
survey, to produce year-on-year trends. Interest in machine translation, that SDL refers to  
as automated translation continues to grow. 

Those surveyed included individuals from companies such as Wolters Kluwer, Océ,  
Hewlett-Packard, Honda, Kellogg's, Oracle, Agfa, Netgear, Intel, Garmin, Nokia, and Adobe. 

Respondents were of managerial level and above, including CEOs, Presidents, and Vice 
Presidents, spanning different parts of the business – sales and marketing, technical 
documentation, localization and IT. Less than 5% of respondents were freelance translators. 
57% of respondents were from North America, 27% from Europe with 10% from Asia.  
The remaining small numbers were from Latin America, the Middle East and Africa. 

The 2009 survey expanded on the previous years in three ways:

• Additional questions on using automated translation with human  
post-editing were included

• Regional variations in responses across North America, Europe and Asia  
were analyzed

• Variations by vertical industry were identified.

The five most significant commercial vertical industries represented (in order, with most 
significant first) were:  Information Technology (IT) & Software, Manufacturing, Life 
Sciences, Electronics & High Technology (Hi-tech), and Media & Publishing.



Use of Automated Translation
Most of the respondents were familiar with the concept of automated (or machine) translation, with only 9% being 
unfamiliar with it. 55% of respondents have considered using automated translation in business (up 3% on 2008). 
Making up that number, 17% are actually using automated translation and 11% plan to use it – so 28% – over a quarter 
of respondents and a rise of 5% since 2008, are either using it or plan to use it. Regionally, the results showed that Asia 
has the largest percentage of users of machine translation to date (23%), with North America the lowest at 15% and 
Europe in-between at 17%. 

Chart 1: Have you considered using automated or machine translation for your business?

Consistent with the 2008 results, almost 30% say that they do not have plans to use it as they have concerns about the 
quality. Interestingly, North Americans and Asians are more concerned about quality than their European counterparts.

By vertical market, the IT & Software industry are currently the biggest users of machine translation, while 
Manufacturing and Media & Publishing are most concerned about quality.

The question was asked, “How likely are you to use automated translation now, compared to two years ago?” Globally, 
half of respondents are more likely to use automated translation compared with 2 years ago, an increase of nearly 10% 
in the last year.  The industry sectors were close with a 45-50% response, except for the Electronics & Hi-Tech industry 
with a leading response of 60%.

Chart 2: How likely are you to use automated translation now, compared to two years ago?
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The global response hides a regional variation (see Chart 2.), as the North American response is around 10% lower.  
However, this is still a 6% increase for the North American region in the last year. Meanwhile Europe has grown by 15% 
while Asia has seen a 5% decrease. 

A new question this year asked respondents if they would use a publicly available, internet-based automated translation 
service to translate corporate documents. 37% of respondents would not use a public, internet based service due 
to concerns over quality (particularly North Americans), while 28% consider the use of such a service for corporate 
content to be inappropriate. By industry, this is most pronounced in Electronics & Hi-tech where 50% do not feel it is 
appropriate to use such a service. Meanwhile it is the Media & Publishing, Manufacturing and IT & Software sectors 
that are most concerned about the quality levels.

Do the quality concerns reflect that most public systems today provide only general translations and are not trained 
for specific subjects, industries or tasks? After all this is the only practical experience of machine translation that most 
individuals have access to, with trained, commercial systems accessible only to some individuals in major corporations.

Business Motivations
As the global economic climate starts to emerge from recession and recover during 2010, it is perhaps unsurprising 
that the business motivation for using or considering machine translation in 2009 was still reducing costs. However, as 
organizations prepare for future growth, its lead had narrowed to just 5% over accelerating delivery to global markets, 
compared to a 12% lead in the 2008 survey results. 

By industry, Life Sciences opposed this trend with time-to-market being more important than cost.  Cost was most 
important to the Electronics & Hi-tech sector.

Similar to the 2008 survey results, nearly 40% said that a business motivation for using this technology would be to 

provide consistency of brand. 

Content and applications of automated translation
At 60% technical documentation is still the leading content type that global respondents consider using with 
automated translation. Support and knowledge-base content takes second place with 54%. Both websites and support 
and knowledge-base content  have increased by nearly 5% during the last year.

Regionally, translating websites is 15% more important in North America and 20% more important in Asia than in 
Europe. Virus alerts are significant at 35% for Asia which is more than twice as important as Europe demands.

A striking difference is that for the IT & Software and Media & Publishing industries, the use of automated 
translation on support and knowledge-bases is considered to be at least 10% more important than use on technical 
documentation.

In terms of the actual type of application for automated translation, the majority of respondents wanted to generally 
use it for producing foreign language versions of company content. This is the same result as the 2008 survey.

Summary of regional variances for integration with other applications:

Ranking / Region North America Europe Asia

1 CMS & Translation Process CMS & Translation Process With an online chat tool

2 Microsoft Word Microsoft Outlook CMS & Translation Process

3 Website Website Research of foreign language 
documents

4 Microsoft Outlook Microsoft Word Website

CMS = Content Management System



By vertical industry, IT & Software are most interested in integrating automated translation within a chat tool – 
potentially for customer support. Media & Publishing most wanted integration with their website. Electronics & Hi-
tech, Life sciences, IT & Software and Manufacturing all wanted integration to generate foreign language versions of 
their company’s content.

Expectations
When asked what types of output quality people would want from automated translation, 60% of respondents want 
it to be of high quality, as though it had been written by humans. 25% said they would be happy with it producing a 
“gisted” output – to provide customers with a rough idea of the contents’ meaning. 

In 2009, the question was changed to provide an option for choosing a flexible output quality depending on the 
translation requirements or type of content. While North America is most interested in high quality, Europe and Asia 
recognize flexibility as being key.

By vertical, high quality is still the most important preferred type of output, although the Electronics & Hi-tech sector is 
the most open to flexible quality translations depending on content types and requirements.

In terms of the barriers to adopting automated translation, quality was the overwhelming factor preventing companies 
from adopting the technology. 76% of respondents (2008 – 75%) said that was their barrier, with a variance of only 7% 
across geographic regions (North America highest, Asia lowest). 

Notably, Media & Publishing were 100% concerned about quality. Surprisingly the Electronics & Hi-tech sector was  
next at 90% which appears to conflict with them being most open to flexible quality translations.  In reality this likely 
represents the general desire for more accurate machine translation systems.

38% considered they had the wrong type of content for automated translation (44% in 2008,) reflecting a concern that 
the output would not be correct for the intended use of the content. This was a significant concern for over 50% of Life 
Sciences and Manufacturing respondents. 

Market awareness
Only 35% of respondents had heard of 1 or 2 companies using automated translation as part of their business. This 
global average masks a significant regional variation, with only 32% in North America against 50% in both Europe and 
Asia. 56% of North American respondents were unaware of the use of automated translation in a business environment. 
Accounting for the vast majority of the 19% of respondents that had heard of many businesses using automated 
translation were the IT & Software and Electronics & Hi-tech industries.

Automated translation and post-editing
For the first time the 2009 survey included questions on using automated translation with human post-editing where a 
human edits the machine translation output to ensure it is understandable.  When asked, “Have you considered using 
automated translation with human post-editing?, 30% of respondents indicated they were already post-editing or have 
plans to implement post-editing. While 35% have considered and dismissed it. Regionally Europe and Asia recorded 
post-editing planned or current usage levels at 35% (with Europe ahead on the number of current users) while North 
American usage and planned levels are lagging behind at 25%. A total of 40% of North Americans have considered and 
dismissed the use of automated translation and post-editing.



Chart 3: Have you considered using automated translation with human post-editing? Results by industry

In our research, Media & Publishing are using post-editing the least today. Electronics & Hi-tech narrowly beat IT & 
Software as the industry most using post-editing. Around 20% of Media & Publishing and IT & Software are planning 
to adopt post-editing while Manufacturing & Life Sciences are the least familiar with the concept of post-editing.

Benefits of post-editing
Globally, respondents recognized the main benefit of post-editing as delivering a high-quality translation at reduced 
costs. The next perceived benefit was for it to deliver translated content faster or more content in the same budget.
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The primary and secondary benefits vary across the regions: 

Ranking / Region North America Europe Asia

Primary benefit Delivers at reduced cost Delivers faster Delivers high quality

Secondary benefit Delivers high quality Delivers high quality Delivers at reduced cost

Asia has the biggest difference between the primary and secondary benefits at over 20%, while North America and 
Europe are very close with less than 5%.

The key benefits of post-editing vary by industry: 

• Electronics & Hi-tech – Ability to translate more content within budget

• IT & Software – Delivers translated content faster and at reduced costs

• Life Sciences – Delivers a higher level of quality

• Manufacturing – Delivers a higher level of quality

• Media & Publishing – Delivers a higher level of quality, then delivers translated content faster 

Chart 4: If you were to human post-edit automated translation, which types of content would you apply this to? 

74% of respondents said that the content that they would like to see post-edited would be technical documentation, 
service manuals and user manuals, followed by popular support content. Regionally the response followed a  
similar trend. Technical documentation is the prime content for which automated translation would be used across  
all industries.

Adoption of human post-editing
When asked, “Does human post-editing make it more likely that you will adopt automated translation?” 57% of 
respondents said they are more likely to adopt automated translation as a result of human post- editing because of the 
improved quality. This response was largely consistent across regions and industries.

Over 40% of respondents are more likely to use automated translation with post-editing than 2 years ago, while 
another 40% are using it or considering using it. By vertical industry, Manufacturing is nearly twice as likely to adopt 
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machine translation with post-editing than Electronics & Hi-tech, IT & Software or Life Sciences,  while Media & 
Publishing are still unwilling to adopt (only 10%) but 50% are now prepared to consider it.

Target languages for automated translation
Over 80% of respondents named French, Italian, German and Spanish (FIGS) as their main targets for usage (an 
increase of 5% since the 2008 survey). In second place at 50% was the use for Asian languages and in third place (42%) 
Portuguese which has just overtaken the Eastern European languages (40%). Next and around a similar preference, 
were Dutch and the Nordic languages.

Chart 5: Into which target languages would you be most interested in translating using automated translation?

Summary of regional variation for target languages:

Ranking / Region North America Europe Asia

1 FIGS FIGS Asian

2 Asian Eastern European FIGS

3 Portuguese Portuguese Portuguese

4 Eastern European Asian Dutch
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In summary
In summary then, there is a slightly increased level of awareness and interest in automated translation now than a year 
ago, with a small rise of 5% of respondents actually using or planning to use automated translation in their business. 
Significant is the increase of nearly 10% of respondents who are more likely to use automated translation compared 
with two years ago. The rate of adoption is starting to gain momentum.

Quality continues to be the biggest barrier against greater adoption of automated translation. Expectations and 
demands about the quality remain high, with a large number of participants requiring high-quality content as an 
output of automated translation.  Industry observers and practitioners know that by customizing an automated 
translation system through training on a specific topic, industry and terminology, quality can be significantly increased 
– however it will still never achieve the level of a pure human translation. In the short- to medium- term the answer 
seems to be in using human post-editing of automated translation to improve quality to acceptable levels.  
This approach also increases the quantity and speed of translation that can be delivered compared to human translation 
alone. 

This is supported by the research which showed that human post-editing of automated translation is seen as a way 
of getting high quality from automated translation while delivering translated content faster and often at reduced 
cost – yet these priorities vary by both geography and industry. 57% of respondents said they are more likely to adopt 
automated translation as a result of human-post editing because of the improved quality it delivers.

By vertical market, the IT & Software industry are currently the biggest users of machine translation, while other 
industries, particularly Manufacturing and Media & Publishing are more concerned about quality.

Quality is also the primary reason why organizations will not use internet based, publicly available automated 
translation services to translate their content. The close, secondary reason was that it was not considered appropriate to 
do so – questions and issues around confidentiality and intellectual property rights are likely factors here.

North Americans and Europeans have realized that to maximize their return on investment in automated translation 
it needs to be integrated with content management systems (CMS) and their wider translation processes. 40% also 
recognize the potential for automated translation to deliver more consistent translation to reinforce their  
organizations’ branding.

Globally, French, Italian, German and Spanish (FIGS) are still the dominant languages required with Asian languages 
and Portuguese growing in demand. 

These are interesting results, all showing a definite trend towards companies planning on using automated translation 
and human post-editing in the coming years. It is SDL’s belief that automated translation technology has a key role to 
play in the commercial world as part of the wider and integrated environment for translation. Meanwhile automated 
translation with human post-editing is going to increasingly take over from pure human translation for certain  
content types.

Companies that want to gain from the benefits of automated translation however, should look at its best application 
within their business and whether they can benefit from using it in ways they had not considered before, like applying it 
to customer support knowledge-bases and their own internal and external websites to give a general understanding to 
customers and employees that would not have had content in their own language.
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SDL is the leader in Global Information Management solutions, which provide
increased business agility to enterprises by accelerating the delivery of

high-quality multilingual content to global markets.
The company’s integrated Web Content Management, eCommerce, Structured Content

and Language Technologies, combined with its Language Services drive down
the cost of content creation, management, translation and publishing.

SDL solutions increase conversion ratios and customer satisfaction through targeted 
information that reaches multiple audiences around the world through different channels. 

Global industry leaders who rely on SDL include ABN-Amro, Bosch, Canon, CNH, FICO, 
Hewlett-Packard, KLM, Microsoft, NetApp, Philips, SAP, Sony and Virgin Atlantic. 

SDL has over 1,000 enterprise customers, has deployed over 170,000 software licenses
and provides access to on-demand  portals for 10 million customers per month.

 It has a global infrastructure of more than 56 offices in 34 countries. 
For more information, visit

www.sdl.com.


